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As the largest “continent” (in size and population) and
birthplace to a number of world religions, including Chris-
tianity, Asia naturally deserves the attention of religious
studies scholars. Though it has received plenty of it since
the emergence of this discipline, this attention has been
limited in a number of ways. For various reasons, scholars
(especially Western) of religious studies preferred non-
Christian religions as research objects. Thus, Christianity
in Asia was discussed far too long only in missionary
circles and among church historians or theologians of mis-
sion in the context of an ongoing expansion of “Western”
Christianity to the East.

Lately, some of them seek to correct the idea of
“expansion from one center” by stressing the “polycentric
history of World Christianity” and with it modes of self-
extension that preceded and later contended with colonial
enterprises of Christian mission. Another new direction
was provided by “indigenization” or “inculturation”
research which made “non-Western” Christianities increas-
ingly attractive to scholars of religious studies. Further-
more, the focus on processes of modernization and their
relation to Christian mission greatly contributed to the lib-
eration of the history of global Christianities from its
“confinement” to church history as a subdiscipline of the-
ology. As a result the number of nontheological studies on
Christianity in Asia (and beyond) increased. For East Asia,
the Brill series of Critical Readings on Christianity in
Japan/Korea is a collection of fine examples.

However, when it comes to collaborative studies
attempting to cover Christianity throughout the “continent,”
theological studies still constitute a large part of them. This
is also true for the handbook under review, whose thirty-six
authors/editors (among whom only five are female) are asso-
ciated with Catholic (forty-four percent) and Protestant insti-
tutions (twenty-five percent). Nonetheless, the handbook
encourages the above-mentioned new directions in research
on Christianity in the non-Western world.

Felix Wilfred edited and compiled this handbook
together with Francis X. Clooney, Edmond Tang, Wong Wai
Ching Angela, Georg Evers, and Nobert Hintersteiner, each
of whom—except for Hintersteiner—was responsible for at
least one its five sections and also contributed chapters

in addition to the introduction of the sections they
supervised.

After a general introduction, “Part I: Mapping Asian
Christianity” divides the region of Asia—based on the
United Nations geoscheme—into five sub-regions to pro-
vide an overview of their “general characteristics . . . as a
general background for the issues discussed in the rest of
the volume” (5). Reasons for the application of the UN geo-
scheme are not given, and although Asia is defined as a
“region” in it, authors continue to use the term
“continent.” To be sure, it excludes Russia and former
member states of the Soviet Union except Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. The elimination
of those regions of Asia—as it was historically and is geo-
graphically defined—in which Orthodox Christianity domi-
nates the religious landscape enabled the editors of the
handbook to claim “Asian Christianity” as characterized
by a “significant minority” (2) position (with the exception
of South Korea, the Philippines and East Timor).

After having established sub-regional characteristics,
“Part II: Cross-Cultural Flows and Pan-Asian Movements of
Asian Christianity” seeks to move beyond them by focusing
on “the growth of Pentecostal and Charismatic churches,
Contextual theologies, the Ecumenical movement, the femi-
nist movement, and new religious movements inspired by
Christianity, as well as more specific topics such as the
cross-cultural interpretation of scriptures” (5; capitalization
follows original) which involve the whole region. This list of
examples may come as a surprise to those who understand
the term “pan-Asian movements” as historically linked to
the ideology “Pan-Asianism” which emerged in response to
Western imperialism and colonialism and, of course, has
influenced Christian churches in Asia since the end of the
nineteenth century. One could also argue that the given
examples are, in fact, “global” movements.

“Part III: Asian Christianities and the Socio-Cultural
Processes” explores Asian Christians’ encounter with
modernity as well as “questions relating to colonialism,
nationalism, problematic issues like conversion, Asian
Christianity and the issues of peace, democratization, educa-
tion, and the ambiguities at work in Christian social involve-
ment and its engagement with the cause of women” (6). The
use of “Christianities” in the title of this part stands out, but
its supervising editor uses the plural and singular forms
simultaneously without contextual differentiation.

In the following “Part IV: Asian Christianity in Interac-
tion with Asian Religious Traditions” S. Wesley Ariarajah
argues that Christian attitudes towards other religions have
changed over the centuries. He asserts a number of para-
digm changes—from “mission as integration” to “mission as
displacement” to “mission of service” to “mission of liber-
ation” to “mission as encounter”—which has led to the
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current “dialogical paradigm” that makes “wider ecumenism”
(i.e., interreligious collaboration and witness as opposed to
interdenominational “narrow ecumenism”) possible. It logi-
cally follows that the question of how Christians “handle” con-
version is of paramount importance in “wider ecumenism.”
This part offers chapters on the relationships of Christianity to
Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism, and
concludes with a brief outline of the influence of other reli-
gions on Christian art and architecture in Asia.

Finally, “Part V: Some Future Trajectories of Asian
Christianity” seeks to “identify those movements, questions,
and issues which point to some of the future direction[s]
Asian Christianity may take” (6). Here, Albertus Bagus Lak-
sana reconsiders the notion of “multiple religious belonging”
which has dominated discourses on “Asian spirituality.”
Since this notion is increasingly criticized for being “overly
individualistic, elitist, and anchored in a narrow understand-
ing of ‘religion’ as a static and fixed entity or tradition” (494)
Laksana suggests replacing it with the notion of “complex
religio-cultural identity” (495). Let me add that feminist theo-
logians and feminist scholars of interreligious dialogue have
appropriated the postcolonial concept of hybridization and
proposed the term “hybrid identities.” While this chapter
could as well have been included in Part IV, Laksana’s insis-
tence to be “also mindful of the existence of its opposite
mode” (504), that is, a strong tendency among evangelical
and Pentecostal churches in Asia “to shun, in a categorical
term, the positive elements of local religious tradition and
culture” (505) points to an important scientific objective
largely neglected so far. At the same time it questions the
accuracy of the description of all “Asian Christian spiritu-
ality” as “interreligious in character” (510). This final part of
the handbook is concluded by “In the Light of Asia: Reflec-
tions of a Western Christian,” namely Francis X. Clooney, S.
J., who acknowledges that the handbook is “a unique
instance in which we see experts reaching beyond their grasp
for the sake of an important, shared project” (594; italics
added by reviewer).

The handbook does not aim at “comprehensiveness” but
takes an “issue-based” approach, yet issues taken up by an
author with regard to one sub-region are not complemented
with comparative studies on other sub-regions. Wilfred sug-
gests that the reader shall “extend the same kind of analysis
and interpretation to other parts of the continent, even when
they are not explicitly mentioned” (11). In Wilfred’s opinion,
the “chapters reflect a pan-Asian perspective, even when
they treat a particular question with reference to a particular
experience and location,” and all of them “are interconnected
so as to form an organic whole” (ibid.). Whether the hand-
book indeed forms an “organic whole” is a matter of subjec-
tive perception. But as for the “pan-Asian perspective”—I
suppose this is what he has in mind when he writes that the

handbook “has a perspective” (5) in the singular—Wilfred
would at least have to explain why it is so important to
understand the already diverse realities of Christianity in
the sub-region of West Asia in relation with again diverse
Christian realities in East Asia or Southeast Asia. However, it
seems to be self-evident to him and as “logical” as his contra-
dictory use of terms relating to the main topic of the book.
Within only fifteen lines he claims to “present the kaleido-
scopic variety of Asian Christianities” (5), reports that
“Christianity in Asia” was chosen as title since “‘Asian Chris-
tianity’ would have sounded like ‘Orthodox Christianity’”—
that is, a (homogenous) tradition with certain features—and
nonetheless uses “Asian Christianity” throughout the rest of
his writing. Furthermore he repeatedly voices stereotypes
about it and, not to forget, urges the reader to always have
the pan-Asian perspective in mind.

Wilfred detects the following “salient aspects of Asian
Christianity” as recurring across the volume: 1) the agency
of Asian Christians, 2) ambivalence and contradictions, 3)
ecumenical character, 4) its connection to modernity, 5)
its minority character, and 6) its focus on the construction
of identities and their continuous negotiation. But are
these aspects characteristic only to Christianity in Asia?
Let me give an exemplary answer to this question in rela-
tion to 1).

Humans everywhere around the globe choose actively
(within the limits of their knowledge and ability) what to
believe and how to express it. Of course, earlier Western
historiographical accounts of the global expansion of Chris-
tianity—as a one-directional transmission in which the peo-
ple of Asia were passive receivers—have to be corrected.
But agency is a fundamental human ability and need not
and should not be brought up in regional discourse without
mention of its universality. In particular, it should not be
used to proclaim “indigenous churches” emerging from local
agency as “what adds a unique character to the plurality of
Asian Christianity” (3). For as long as “indigenous” is
applied only to forms of Christianity in the non-Western
world, the well-meant mention on agency is still trapped in
orientalist discourse. Having to close this review within a
few lines, I would like add, that orientalism also lives on in
any attempt to fuse the diverse realities of Christians in this
large region into a singular “Asian Christianity.” Or, does
their minority status allow for that?

By the way, the total number of Christians in the
region, based on the statistics cited from World Religion
Database, edited by Todd M. Johnson and Brian J. Grim
(Brill 2013), which is reproduced at the end of the hand-
book (but not reliable as far as I can judge by the case of
Japan), is 344,161,100. Thus it comprises little more than
0.08 percent of its population. I had to fetch a calculator to
retrieve it, since the editors forgot to mention it.
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